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Demand and pressure within GP practices has never 
been greater, with worsening population health, the cost 
of living crisis, circulating viral infections and staff shorta-
ges, it seems likely that the January blues may take longer
to shake off this year. However, with any bad situation the
more you know, plan and adapt the better the outcome.

Therefore, it’s vital, more than ever to ensure you are
maintaining and improving your dispensary income. 
The success of your dispensary could be key to your
practice’s survival during these unprecedented times for
Primary Care. We truly understand how busy your GPs 
and Practice Managers are, but they really need to find 
the time to re-connect with your dispensary and the team,
it’s going to take a collaborative approach this year! 
 
If you’re currently a Dispex member, ask yourself whe-
ther you’re using our online data to its full potential? If the
answer is NO, there's no shame as we know the time
constraints upon you! BUT if you could designate a few
hours each month to check through our online tools, you
will discover how our platform can help you save time
comparing prices, as we've already done the “donkey 
work" for you. We pride ourselves in providing quality 
data for dispensing doctor practices and communicate 
our resources in tables that are easy to compare.

However, if after accessing the online data you still have 
concerns over your dispensing income and feel a “hands- 
on” approach is required, we can arrange for our Dispex 
Consultant to visit you on-site for a Dispensary Mana- 
gement Profitability Review. These reviews can be fun- 
ded by your local PCN, please contact your PCN Lead to 
secure your funding before the 31st March 2023 dead- 
line. Management courses can be booked post this date 
as long as everything has been confirmed and the PCN 
payment has been processed beforehand. Please click 
here for details. Please note, we are now taking bookings 
on a first-come, first-served basis.

Finally, it’s time to ensure you are ready for your DSQS 
deadline, please see pages 2 & 4 for advice and reso- 
urces. If you are not currently part of DSQS its worth 
considering as the annual scheme rewards practices 
for providing high quality services to their patients and 
forms another income stream. The scheme renews on 
the 30th June 2023! 

Best Wishes, 
Claudy Rodhouse
Dispex Design and Marketing Contributor
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Duty of confidentiality-Is there evidence of staff 
training? There must be clear practice policies 
including procedures on collection of medicines 

Dispensing staff must be appropriately trained and 
undertake continued training with annual appraisals.

DSQS- What is it, and what does it stand for?

Dispensary Services Quality Scheme ('the Scheme') came 
into effect in September 2006, and is part of the General 
Medical Services (GMS) change. The annual Scheme 
rewards Practices for providing high quality services to 
their dispensing patients. Practices which sign up to the 
Scheme and achieve all the standards, will receive a 
payment for each dispensing patient.

The scheme is voluntary and rewards organisations for 
providing high-quality services to dispensing patients. 
Practices have to sign up annually, by 30th June, via your 
local ICB and provide the name of the GP in the practice 
who is accountable for the quality of dispensing services.
Payment is based on the number of dispensing patients 
on your organisation’s list on 1st January in the financial 
year to which the payment relates, your ICB can help you 
retrieve this accurate information from NHS England 
(where relevant).

Dispensing patients are the patients for whom the orga- 
nisation, or any practitioners working for them, have 
consent to dispense under the NHS (Pharmaceutical 
Services) Regulations 2005, or relevant sections of the 
GMS and PMS regulations. 

The payment is still £2.58 per dispensing patient per 
financial year, and that hasn’t changed since its inception. 
So, depending on your list size, is potentially a valuable 
source of income and often supports other services 
within the practice.

It is wise to allow protected time to plan for your audit 
and audit outcomes to ensure these are submitted by 
the deadline which is currently March 31st 2023. The 
complete self-assessment form should also be submitted 
by this date to ensure full payment. The specification of 
requirements for receiving dispensary services quality 
payments are set out in the DSQS guidance, and includes 
the following information.

Overview of quality requirements

The key quality requirements of the Scheme are:

      by a patient's friend or family for example.

      Competency assessments must also be undertaken. 
      Proof of training and relevant professional certificates 

Dispensers who work unsupervised must have at least 
1,000 dispensing hours work experience over the 
previous five years in a GP dispensary or community 
pharmacy, and must be trained to a minimum level of 
Pharmacy Services NVQ level 2.

Minimum levels of staff hours dedicated to dispensary 
services (minimum hours are laid out in the front of the 
Drug tariff).

Staff with a limited dispensing role must be given 
relevant training and a competency assessment. Dispex 
provides a relevant online training course; Dispensing for 
New Dispensers and Apprentices which is accredited by 
the DDA. Another suitable course is our Prescription 
Clerks training for Primary Care. Click here for details.

Standard Operating Procedures ('SOPs') which reflect 
good professional practice and all dispensary proced- 
ures. SOPs must be reviewed and updated at least once 
every 12 months and whenever dispensing procedures 
are amended. See page 4 for details on the Dispex 
SOPs library.

An audit must be undertaken on a particular subject and 
re-audited to show outcomes. Topics will be suggested in 
the DSQS guidance but choose a topic most worthwhile 
for your practice. Refer to the DSQS audit guidance for 
how to successfully undertake a DSQS audit.

Risk assessment.

A Significant Event Monitoring Procedure must be in 
place.

An annual review (DRUM) must take place of the medi- 
cines use for 7.5% of the dispensing list on January 1st 
2023. This has been reduced from the usual 10% since 
Covid (This may have changed in some areas, so please 
speak to your own ICB for final confirmation). Prioritise 
DRUMs for high risk patients or those that would most 
benefit from a review.

Assessment of performance against the criteria for 
payment.

     must be available for every member of your team.    
     Ensure you have scheduled appraisals to allow time
     before the deadline. For registered technicians evidence 
     of CPD and relevant registration must be available.

We understand the importance of your time and income, 
particularly at the busiest time of the General Practice year 
end. Therefore, we have put together a training tutorial 
covering all aspects of the DSQS and DRUMS. This will 
ensure you have clear guidance and support, and enable
you to achieve the full payment, which is invaluable to your 
practice. Please see page 8 for our upcoming tutorials and 
for our two hour online learner-led course see page 18.

DISPENSERS DSQS Deadline-Dispex Guidance

By Dispex
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https://dispex.net/online-training-modules/
https://dispex.net/training/?_sft_subject=dsqs-guidance
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HIGH RISK MEDICINES

QUALITY CONTROL

THE DISPENSARY

THE PRESCRIPTION

dispex.net

DISPEX
SOPs
SOPs are a vital part of the DSQS 
requirements and an important element 
to ensure safe and quality practice and 
procedures are followed by all members 
of staff. You must customise and adapt 
each template for your own dispensary.

CONTROLLED DRUGS

Over 40 SOP templates covering 
the below categories; 

(Some templates are in development)

CLICK FOR SOPS 
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https://dispex.net/new-member-benefit-dispex-sops-2/


DISPENSERS
DSQS Guidance Continued: Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

By Dispex

Standard Operating Procedure

Dispex is pleased to provide its members with the
templates SOPs, all templates MUST be personalised 
to individual practices.

Practices which sign up to the DSQS Scheme must meet
key quality requirements, one of which is to develop and
maintain a set of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
which reflect good professional practice and cover all
dispensary procedures.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are defined as,
“detailed written instructions to achieve uniformity of the
performance of a specific function” and are ideally suited
for use in the dispensary. Standard Operating Procedures
in dispensing practice are a clinical governance issue, 
and while their use is not yet mandatory, their adoption
will undoubtedly improve patient safety and is considered
best practice. 

SOPs must be reviewed and updated at least once every
12 months and whenever dispensing procedures are
amended.

DISPEX SOP Templates
There are variations in the way Practices run their Disp-
ensaries – the templates provided are guidelines based
on DSQS Minimum Requirements. You will need to tailor
and adapt the content to your own circumstances and
adjust each one to reflect the way your own Dispensary
operates.

Dispex recommends that you practice the SOP for a few
weeks and then review with your staff to decide whether 
it is working or if there are areas which need to be impro-
ved. Then, all your dispensary staff will need to read it 
and sign that they understand what it means.

This is a good opportunity to identify competencies 
and for you to offer training and develop your staff. 
Dispex Ltd can accept no responsibility for the way in
which these Templates may be used by Practices. 
Please note, some tempates are under development.
KEY: UD= Under Development A=Available

THE DISPENSARY
D1  Dispensary Cleaning    A
D2 Room Temperature Monitoring A
D3 Fridge Monitoring-temperature,cleaning & failure A 
D4 Cold Chain A 
D5 Dispensary Confidentiality A

QUALITY CONTROL
QC1    Ordering & Storage of Medication UD
QC2    Stock Control, Cleaning Shelves &  Expiry Dates A
QC3    Disposal of Medication A
QC4    Near Miss & Significant Event Reporting A
QC5    Risk Management Policy UD 
QC6    Receiving Patient Returns Medicine A
QC7    Staff Competency, Education and Training A
QC8    Disruptions to Normal Working Conditions A
QC9    Uncollected Dispensed Medicines UD
QC10  Prep & Submission of FP34D Monthly Return A
QC11  Home Delivery Service-Normal Operations A
QC12  Dispensary Audit  UD
QC13  DRUMS – Medication Review UD
QC14  DSQS UD
QC15  Preparing and Reviewing SOPs UD

THE PRESCRIPTION
P1 Prescription/Controlled Stationery – Ordering, 
     Receipt  & Security UD
P2  Assessment & Issuing a Prescription Request UD
P3  Assembling a Repeat Prescription  UD
P4  Assembling an Acute Prescription UD
P5  Checking of a Prescription  UD
P6  Labelling UD
P7  Accuracy Checking & Bagging UD
P8  Owings A
P9  Storage of Dispensed Medicines UD
P10 Handing Out a Prescription  UD
P11 Monitored Dosage Systems A
P12 The Prescription Reverse A
P13 Private Prescriptions A

HIGH RISK MEDICINES
HR1   Lithium  A
HR2   Amiodarone UD
HR3   Warfarin A
HR4   Azathioprine UD
HR5   Leflunomide UD
HR6   Methotrexate A

CONTROLLED DRUGS
CD1   CD Prescriptions A
CD2   CD Ordering and Receipt  A 
CD3   CD Storage A
CD4   CD Dispensing a Schedule 2 or 3 CD A
CD5   CD Dispensing CD Instalment Prescription A
CD6   CD Handing Out A
CD7   CD Record Keeping A
CD8   CD Disposal of CD’s A

Members click here to download your copies
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https://dispex.net/informatics/sops/


DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT 
PROFITABILITY REVIEW

 In-House Training

click hereFor full details:

1. Concerned with profitability

3. secure pcn funding

Whether you've identified areas of concern 
and need to improve your profitability or 
you would like to investigate any potential 
pitfalls before they arise, we are here to help.

The 2022-23 PCN DES Contract specification 
outlines a Leadership and Management 
payment! Contact your PCN Lead to secure 
your funding before the 31st March deadline. 
Ensure you provide them with our email 
training@dispex.net, we will invoice your PCN.

2. Book an in-house visit
Our experienced Consultant can help 
identify any causes for profit loss and 
opportunities for increased profitability.
A final written report summarising the 
outcome is produced following the visit.
Members' full day visit: £1,350+vat, plus travel expenses. Tutor availability 
& geographic restrictions apply.

We are now taking bookings on a first-come, first-served basis! 
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https://dispex.net/dispensary-management-profitability-review/
https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/network-contract-directed-enhanced-service-contract-specification-2022-23-pcn-requirements-and-entitlements/


GPs/DISPENSERS Ocular Lubricants 5 – Combinations and Miscellaneous

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex & Hexagon6

In this latest article on Ocular Lubricants, we review the Combinations as well as Polyvinyl Alcohols, 
Paraffins and Propylene Glycols. 

With these products there are not many alternatives, and it may be difficult to look at swapping patients to 
cheaper products or more profitable products. Some products are best purchased as Parallel Imports 
(PIs). 

Combination 
Brand 

Hylauronic
Acid Strength 

Lubricants Lubricants Pack 
size 

Basic 
Price 

Blink intensive Tears 

Blink intensive Tears 

EyezinXL 0.4% 

HydraMed 

HydraMed 

HydraMed Forte

HydraMed Forte 0.4% 

Hylo-Care 

Hylo-Dual 

Optive fusion 0.1% 

Thealoz Duo 

Thealoz Duo 

Thealoz Duo Gel 

VisuXL 

HA 0.2% 

HA 0.2% 

HA 0.4% 

HA 0.2% 

HA 0.2% 

HA 0.4% 

HA 0.4% 

HA 0.1% 

HA 0.1% 

HA 0.1% 

HA 0.15% 

HA 0.15% 

HA 0.15% 

HA 0.1% 

Polyethylene Glycol 0.25%

Polyethylene Glycol 0.25%

Levocarnitine 

Tamarind Seed polysaccharide 0.2%

Tamarind Seed polysaccharide 0.2%

Tamarind Seed polysaccharide 0.2%

Tamarind Seed polysaccharide 0.2%

Dexpanthenol 2% 

Ectoin 2% 

Carmellose 0.5% 

Trehalose 3% 

Trehalose 3% 

Trehalose 3% 

Co-enzyme Q10 0.1% 

 

Castor oil 

Glycerol 0.9% 

Vitamin E 0.5% 

 

PF

PF

PF

PF

PF

PF

PF

PF 

 

PF

PF

PF

PF 

10ml 

20x0.4ml 

10ml 

10ml 

30x0.5ml 

30x0.5ml 

10ml 

10ml 

10ml 

10ml 

30x0.4ml 

10ml 

30x0.4g 

10ml 

£2.97 

£2.97 

£6.99 

£5.60 

£5.60 

£5.60 

£5.60 

£10.30 

£9.95 

£7.49 

£7.07 

£8.99 

£6.94 

£10.30 
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Continues on the next page.....
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 Combinations & Miscellaneous
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Paraffins 

Propylene glycol 

Polyvinyl Alcohol Pack size Basic 

Systane 

Tearmos 

Systane PF 

Xailin Night 

Moistueyes 

Refresh 1.4% 

Systane Ultra 

Sno Tears 1.4% 

Simple Eye Oint 

Systane Balance 

Systane Ultra PF 

Lacrilube oint PF 

Hylo Night oint PF 

Systane Gel Drops 

Liquifilm Tears 1.4% 

Liquifilm Tears 1.4% 

HydraMed Night oint PF 5g 

5g 

5g 

4g 

5g 

3.5g 

15ml 

10ml 

 

10ml 

10ml 

10ml 

10ml 

10ml 

28x0.8ml 

30x0.7ml 

30 x 0.4ml 

30 x 0.4ml 

£1.93 

£5.35 

£2.25 

£1.06 

£2.32 

£2.75 

£2.05 

£2.11 

£2.63 

 

£4.66 

£4.66 

£7.49 

£6.69 

£6.69 

£7.49 

£4.50 

£53.28 

GPs/DISPENSERS  Ocular Lubricants 5 – Combinations and Miscellaneous

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex & Hexagon6

Information supplied by 

Dispex Members can check the 
profitability of all the above products 
in the Brand Comparisons section 

of the Dispex website. 
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https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/brand-comparisons/


  

 Dispensary Customer Service 

What attendees will learn:

This 1hr Tutorial presents ideas & processes to 
ensure effective team-working, communication
skills with how to manage conflict & deal with 
difficult patient scenarios. There is also important 
guidance on confidentiality, data protection including 
the Caldicott principles,and managing complaints 
appropriately.

Who should attend: 
This session would benefit new Dispensers, Admin 
& Reception staff or any of the front of house team 
who may need or wish to refresh their knowledge on 
this subject.

     
      

ALL
Dispex Tutorials 

By Dispex 

Tutorial of the Month 

dispex.net

Time: 1pm-2pm

Delegate Price: 
Members: £45+vat pp/ps    
 Non-members:  £60+vat pp/ps 
(FUNDING SHOULD BE AVAILABLE-CLICK HERE)

February 
1st Feb-   Medical Terminology 
2nd Feb-  Business Management P3
8th Feb-   DSQS Guidance   
9th Feb-   NHSBSA Endorsing inc Referred Backs
15th Feb- Dispensary Customer Service 
16th Feb- Managing your Dispensary: Dispensary
                Income  

March
1st Mar-   Profitability: PA's & VAT    
2nd Mar-  PDM: Processes & Staff  
8th Mar-   PDM: Responsibilities & Roles  
15th Mar- Drug Tariff & Endorsing  
16th Mar- NHSBSA Batch & Switching
29th Mar- Controlled Drugs P1  
30th Mar-  Managing your Dispensary: Processes 
                  and Purchasing 

April
19th April-  PDM: Processes & Staff    
20th April-  DSQS Guidance   
26th April-  SOPs   

2023 Schedule  

Feb / 8We've held our 2022 Tutorial prices

https://dispex.net/training/
https://dispex.net/training-funding-is-available-3/


Prices are per learner & include all 7 courses. Prices are inclusive of VAT. All 
courses must be completed within 1 year of your enrolment date.  For course 
descriptions click here.

Induction of New Staff 
Leading and Motivating a Team 
A Comprehensive Guide toControlled Drugs 
Organising and Delegating
Performance Management
Understanding Leadership
PAs & VAT 

dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com

   Leadership & Management Package: 
                (PCN Funding)£330 per member learner  I  £480 per non-member 

Online Learner-led Training Courses:

Complete any course in your own time and at your own pace

The 2022-23 PCN DES Contract specification outlines 
a Leadership and management payment of £0.699 
multiplied by the PCN Adjusted Population. That works 
out at thousands of pounds per PCN. Contact your PCN 
Lead to secure your funding before the 31st March 2023
deadline. Ensure you provide your team with our email 
training@dispex.net 

Make sure you use this funding otherwise it will be lost!

PCN Leadership & Management Funding 

Feb / 9

https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
http://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/


Dispex Data – are you using it to its full potential?
At Dispex, we pride ourselves in the quality and quantity
of data we provide to dispensing doctors so that they can
improve their dispensary profitability. All the relevant data
can be found on the Dispex website. Here are some quick
links and short descriptions of what data is available and
how you can use it. 

 
Generics Costing More Than Tariff – here we provide
an updated list of generics which cost more than the tariff
reimbursement and what to do if you have dispensed this
ever increasing list. Prices are updated regularly to take
into account Concession prices. Each month, you should
be able to reduce losses significantly by applying our
Dispex solution to this growing problem. 

Positive Parallel Imports – with the ever-decreasing
number of brands offering a discount, now is the time 
that you should be looking at Parallel Imports (PIs). We
publish a monthly list of products which may be more
beneficial to buy as a PI rather than a UK brand. Some
wholesalers will offer this option for you to default to PIs.
This however may not take into account the discounts that
you currently receive for some brands and thus you may
be losing money by ordering some PIs ( the Negative PIs).
We assess the PIs on a monthly basis comparing against
the UK brand discounts. Using this data, it may be poss-
ible to target your PIs so that you only order Positive PIs. 

Brand Comparisons – Dispex compares brands and

generics across classes of medication. We have 27
different class comparisons, and these could be used to
lay the foundations of a Dispensary friendly formulary –
we have covered Respiratory, CVS, Diabetes, Women’s
Health as well as Ocular Lubricants. 

Discount Updates – we add important discount updates
as we become aware of them. These can help you be 
pro-active in changing from one brand to another when
discounts reduce or disappear. 

Drug Tariff Updates – Each month we analyse the
Preface to the Drug Tariff and highlight relevant products
which have either been added, removed or changed in the
Drug Tariff. We also provide a list of Category M products
and their change in price, when these occur.

Supply Updates – each week we refine the SPS Supply
Updates (https://www.sps.nhs.uk/) and provide you with a
list of primary care relevant supply issues and discontin-
uations in an easy to access table. 

Our Informatics pages provide a plethora of information, such 
as Quick Links to Important Websites, Dispensing Fee Scale,
Discount Abatement Scale, Endorsing Guidance etc. 

Using the Dispex website members could save time and
money. If you have not already obtained your practice’s
login details, please contact us at enquiries@dispex.net

DISPENSERS/GPs Online Tools

By Dispex

PROFITABILITY TOOLS 
 

UPDATES

INFORMATICS
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https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/generics-costing-more-then-tariff/
https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/positive-parallel-imports-pis/
https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/brand-comparisons/
https://dispex.net/updates/discount-update/
https://dispex.net/updates/drug-tariff-update/
https://dispex.net/updates/supply-update/
https://dispex.net/updates/supply-update/
https://www.sps.nhs.uk/
https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/
https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/
https://dispex.net/informatics/
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One free account for 
Dispex  Members

dispensingcd.co.uk

Saving £18+vat per month

Ready for the digital switch?

Legally compliant & supports    
NICE best practice.

Multiple layers of security & 
encryption, plus daily backups   
to protect your patient data.

Each member of staff has their 
own login.

Reduces errors, saves time & 
money.

User-friendly.

DispexCD
The system is proving 

invaluable for dispensing 
practices, we have many sites 

using our DispexCD register.
 

Nothing to install,
 easy to setup.

http://dispensingcd.co.uk/


NEW DATES     

FREE

WEBINAR
Not made the digital
switch!? Attend our free
webinar to hear the why
and how!

DispexCD is fully legally compliant and 
supports NICE best practice

 Multiple layers of security & encryption

Daily backups to protect your patient data

Reduces errors

Saves time & money

User-friendly

One free account per member (branch 
sites & non-members: annual DispexCD

 

      subscription is £216+vat per site)

Book HERE  
 

DispexCD

100 places available  

FREE to attend
11th May 2023              
12pm-1pm

Feb  / 12

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/dispexcd-webinar-tickets-448571037047
https://dispex.net/training/dispexcd-webinar-6/
https://dispex.net/training/dispexcd-webinar-6/
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MPs turn to pharmacists to solve NHS crisis
Source: Practice Index

Pharmacists are not the solution to the crisis in general 
practice, a leading GP has said.

An All Party Parliamentary Group on Pharmacy has called 
for pharmacists to be given new powers and roles to help 
with NHS backlogs.

The Royal College of GPs said that pharmacists should 
not be seen as “GPs on the cheap”. The MPs’ report, 
launched yesterday, called for all pharmacists to be able 
to train as independent prescribers. It called for the 
Government to “harness the power of pharmacy to help 
the NHS deal with the COVID-19 backlog and the UK’s 
growing healthcare challenges”.

Chair of the Parliamentary group Taiwo Owatemi MP 
said: “There is a tremendous opportunity for ministers to 
empower local pharmacies and pharmacy teams to help 
even more patients and use their skills to support efforts 
to clear NHS backlogs. But right now, pharmacies are 
being squeezed by a combination of funding and work- 
force pressures. People are often shocked to learn how 
many local pharmacies are lost each year due to financial 
pressure. If ever there was a time to properly fund and 
support our pharmacies it is now.”

RCGP chair Professor Kamila Hawthorne responded: 
“Our high street and online pharmacist colleagues do 
an excellent job for their communities and are providing 
invaluable support to many GP practice teams against a 
backdrop of huge workload and workforce pressures, so 
it is right that they are given the support they need to stay 
viable and available for people with minor illnesses and 
ailments. Pharmacists are not a substitute for GPs and 
the services they provide must not be seen as ‘GPs on 
the cheap’. While we are keen to see initiatives that will 
ease the pressure on our struggling family doctor service, 
pharmacists should not be expected to work beyond their 
areas of competency, and the Government will find that 
their role is not a solution to the chronic shortage of GPs 
as many patients come to see us with more than one 
problem, and these can be complex.

“Pharmacy also has a workforce crisis, and their premises 
infrastructure will need considerable upgrading to be able 
to offer confidential services to patients. If implemented, 
this is not likely to be a money-saving option. Patients 
should be able to get high quality, safe, and appropriate 
care when they need it – and in many cases, they will 
need the expert diagnostic skills and expertise of a GP.”
Click here for the source.

Unite announces 10 fresh strike dates 
Source: Unite

Unite, the UK’s leading union, has announced fresh dates 
in an escalation of the ambulance workers dispute. Click 
here for the source.

Free personal protective equipment scheme
Source: DHSC

Extension of the scheme: The government has since 
extended the provision of free PPE for all health, social 
care and public sector workers to support their COVID-19 
needs: first until the end of June 2021, then until the end 
of March 2022 and, in January 2022, this was extended 
until the end of March 2023 or until the NIPCM guidance 
was withdrawn or significantly amended (whichever was 
sooner). Most recently, the scheme was extended until 
DHSC’s stocks are depleted or until the end of March 
2024 (whichever is sooner). DHSC will publish further 
information about stock-out dates by PPE category (when 
we expect to run out of specific types of PPE) by April 
2023. Click here for the source.

GPs/DISPENSERS Prescribing & Dispensing News

By various sources

ONLINE
COURSES

LEARN AT YOUR 
OWN PACE

ENROL NOW 

EDUCATION

New DRUMS 
Prescription Clerks Training

Controlled Drugs
PA's  & VAT for Dispensing 
Practices
New Dispensers and 
Apprentices

Engaging & relevant 
online Dispensary 
courses for Apprentice, 
New Dispenser, 
Experienced Dispenser, 
Dispensary Manager, 
Practice Manager & 
Dispensing Doctors!

dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com
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https://practiceindex.co.uk/gp/blog/news-mps-turn-to-pharmacists-to-solve-nhs-crisis/
https://www.unitetheunion.org/news-events/news/2023/january/unite-announces-10-fresh-strike-dates-as-ambulance-dispute-escalates/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/free-personal-protective-equipment-ppe-scheme/free-personal-protective-equipment-scheme
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
http://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/


 

Schedule 2 Controlled Drugs
Doctor’s Bag Register

DISPEX CONTROLLED DRUG REGISTERS
Our range of controlled drug registers are fully compliant with current Controlled 
Drugs legislation. All registers are secured within a bound book with numbered 
pages. Member prices start at £11+vat

DENATURING KITS
The Environment Agency and the Home Office agreed that the denaturing of 
medicines as required under the Misuse of Drugs Regulations will not be subject 
to the "waste processing’ requirements. Instead a Denkit should be used, member 
prices start at £9.28+vat

OWING BOOKS
Dispensary owing book, for use when a prescription has been partly 
completed. The dispensary copy can either be attached to the pres- 
cription or left in the bound book. Member prices start at £7+vat for 2
  

Dispensary Supplies From Dispex

Order Methods
01604 859000 (10am-3pm)

sales@dispex.net

dispex.net
Dec / 20

Dosette Trays
The dosette system has been designed for patients in the 
community who need help ensuring they take their medicines 
regularly in order to achieve the best health outcome! Prices 
start at £60+vat for 250 CL08 trays
 

dispex.net
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https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-denaturing-kits/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/monitored-dosage-system-via-dispex/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/


2023
NHSBSA 

WEBINARS

FREE- 1PM START  
Help and guidance on the most common endorsing
problems. To ensure you receive correct reimbursement 
for the products you dispense and the correct renumeration 
for the services you provide. To share information on how 
the NHS Prescriptive Services process your prescriptions
How you can help to reduce or eliminate the need to refer 
prescriptions back to you.

9th February- Click here to book

 

FREE - 1PM START
This Webinar will offer clear guidance through the end 
of month submission processes including how to correctly 
prepare, sort and submit the monthly prescription bundle. 
It will also cover why prescriptions are switched between 
exempt and chargeable  and how this affects your payments, 
as well as top tips on how to make sure switching isn’t a 
problem in your dispensary.

16th March- Click here to book 

Endorsing including Referred Backs

Batch Submission & Switching
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https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/nhsbsa-and-dispex-webinar-endorsing-inc-referred-backs-tickets-449501931377
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/nhsbsa-and-dispex-webinar-batch-submission-and-switching-tickets-449495863227
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STAYING TAX-EFFICIENT IN 2023

www.bdo.co.uk

At the Autumn Statement, the Chancellor said that we are all going to pay more 
tax in future years. While there is often little you can do about frozen income tax 
allowances, there are still many tax reliefs available when it comes to investing for 
your future.

Usually, the most tax-efficient way to invest for your future is through your pension. But once you 
have your pension position for you and family members sorted (navigating the complexities of 
pensions annual allowance and lifetime allowance), what other options are there? 

Most people are familiar with Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) but there are some key things to 
remember right now. Stocks and shares held in ISAs do not trigger tax liabilities on either dividend 
income or any capital gains made on sales – this will be more important in future as both the annual 
dividend allowance and capital gains exemption are due to reduce in future years. 

If you have investments outside ISAs, it’s probably a good time to review them: remember it is
possible to sell investments and then buy them back within the tax-free wrapper of an ISA. 
Everyone can realise capital gains up to the annual exemption tax-free – £12,300 in 2022/23, but 
the allowance is lost if not used and reduces in future: to £6,000 for 2023/24 and £3,000 from 
2024/25 onwards. Married couples and civil partners can transfer assets between them on a no 
gain/no loss basis, and such transfers could be considered to ensure that both spouses’ annual 
exemptions can be fully utilised, but it is important to ensure that any such transfer is outright 
and unconditional.

Any UK resident can have an ISA: from age 18, UK residents can invest up to £20,000 each in an ISA, 
and parents can fund a junior ISA or child trust fund with up to £9,000 per child – (that’s £58,000   
for a family of four). And you can use them for longer term planning – for example, if you have 
an adult child planning to buy a home, consider gifting funds to them so that they can invest in a 
Lifetime ISA (LISA). Savers can invest up to £4,000 a year, to which the government will add a 25% 
tax-free bonus (max. £1,000 a year) towards a first home or as a pension as part of their overall 
£20,000 ISA annual investment limit. 

For more experienced investors, it might be worth taking a look at longer term investments in 
Venture Capital Trust (VCT) investments or smaller companies whose shares qualify for the 
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS). As these investments carry a higher level of risk, there are 
significant tax reliefs available. For example, investments in qualifying EIS companies attract income 
tax relief at 30% on a maximum annual investment of up to £1 million for qualifying individuals: 
VCTs also qualify for 30% tax relief on investments of up to £200,000 a year. 

They also have capital gains tax advantages - for example, if you hold EIS shares for three years 
(or five years for VCT units), any later gain on sale is exempt from capital gains tax. Equally, if you 
make a capital gain on selling another asset, you can defer the tax on it by investing in EIS shares. 
Of course, despite the tax advantages available, it is important to get investment advice from an 
independent financial adviser.

Read BDO’s guide to personal tax planning at bit.ly/3GALfwg or get in touch with our team. 

BDO LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to conduct investment
business. © January 2023 BDO LLP. All rights reserved.
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SARAH LOCK
+44 (0)1473 320 732
sarah.lock@bdo.co.uk

SARAH LOCK

SARAH MOSS

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

T: +44 (0)1473 320 732 
M: +44(0)7912 040 896 
E: sarah.lock@bdo.co.uk

T: +44 (0)1213 526 365
M: +44 (0)7791 397 696
E:sarah.moss@bdo.co.uk

https://bit.ly/3GALfwg
https://bit.ly/3GALfwg
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MANAGERS 
Calendar of national campaigns
By Various Sources

Calendar of 
national 

campaigns

Handy links for upcoming national campaigns and awareness days to help you plan 
activities and your social pages.

              
           FEBRUARY 

LGBT+ History Month
February
To promote equality and diversity for the benefit of the public.
LGBT+ History Month

National Apprenticeship Week
7-13 February 2022
Annual week-long celebration of apprenticeships to shine a light on the 
amazing work being done by employers and apprentices across the country. 
Dispex teamed up with Paragon Skills to provide our readers with business 
related apprenticeships- click here for details.

Eating Disorder Awareness Week
27 February-5 March 2023
An international awareness event, fighting the myths and misunderstandings that 
surround eating disorders.
Beat Eating Disorders

Special days
21st Feb-      Shrove Tuesday/ Pancake Day
22nd Feb-     Lent
22nd March- Ramadan will begin in the evening of
                     22nd March in the UK

              
           MARCH

Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month
March
Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month
Long-term health conditions, NHS Employers
Supporting our most vulnerable people

National No Smoking Day
8 March 2023
Help encourage as many smokers as possible to quit on No 
Smoking Day by organising your own event.
British Heart Foundation
Better Health Quit Smoking

International Women's Day
8 March 2022
International Women's Day

World Kidney Day
9 March 2023
World Kidney Day
Supporting our most vulnerable people

World Sleep Day
17 March 2023
A celebration of sleep and a call to action on important issues related to 
sleep, including medicine, education, social aspects and driving.
World Sleep Day
Shift work in healthcare infographic
Supporting the wellbeing of shiftwork

https://lgbtplushistorymonth.co.uk/
https://www.apprenticeships.gov.uk/
https://dispex.net/apprenticeships-via-paragon-skills-2/
https://www.beateatingdisorders.org.uk/
https://ovarian.org.uk/march-ovarian-cancer-awareness-month
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/long-term-health-conditions
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/supporting-our-most-vulnerable-people
https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/publications/smoking/understanding-smoking
https://campaignresources.dhsc.gov.uk/campaigns/better-health-quit-smoking/
https://www.internationalwomensday.com/
https://worldkidneyday.co.uk/
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/supporting-our-most-vulnerable-people
https://worldsleepday.org/
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/shift-work-healthcare-infographic
https://www.nhsemployers.org/publications/supporting-wellbeing-shift-workers-healthcare
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NEW COURSEDRUM
TRAINING

MODULES:

training@dispex.net dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com

2 HOUR COURSE

Help improve your patient's 
knowledge, concordance 
and use of medicines

Who can perform a DRUM
Which patients should have 

How many DRUMs need to               
be performed
What questions to ask during 

Concordance & compliance

      DRUMs

      the DRUMs

Our new 2 hour course 
is suitable for Dispensers, 
Nurse Practitioners, GPs & 
Healthcare Assistants 
(All registered health professional with appropriate competencies)

Non-Member Price: £48   
Member Price: £24
(contact us for the discount code) 

01604 859000

 Inc VAT/pp

 Inc VAT/pp

Learner-led
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https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/courses/drums-dispex
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/courses/drums-dispex


·

 

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

 

Dispex Education 
Registration Process

dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com

Dispex members will need to
contact the Dispex office to 
obtain a 50% members' 
discount code.

Email: training@dispex.net
Tel: 01604 859000 (10am-3pm)

Non-Members, skip to step 2

Head to the Dispex 
Education website: 

dispexeducation.theskill 
snetwork.com

Select the chosen course & add 
to the basket. At the check-out 
members will need to add their 
discount code before making a 
payment! Everyone needs to 
enter the learner's name & email 
(not the Manager's details) 

If you are enrolling a team you 
will need to process each 
learner's booking & payment 
individually. If you prefer we can 
invoice for multiple learners!

Each learner will receive an autom- 
ated welcome email and login link. 
When the learner first clicks the link 
they will be promoted to create a 
personalised password.

Following the final quiz a completion 
certificates can be downloaded!

Learn at your 
own pace
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https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/


 ALL Recap

Controlled Drugs Reporting System Update 

From Thursday 1st December, the Controlled drug
reporting website www.cdreporting.co.uk has several
notable changes.

The website update suggests it will be more user friendly
as well as containing more functions and features. It aims
to further standardise processes across regions with this
updated version.
 
The most significant changes are the reporting modules
which were previously one reporting module. They have
now been separated in to two.
 
The "Incident module" this is to report any event that
resulted in or could have resulted in patient harm.
 
The "Concerns module" this is to report any matter of
interest to the controlled drug accountable officer.
 
The focus of these reporting modules will be around
patient harm, rather than just the risk of harm. Conc-
erns will also be able to be reported anonymously. The
changes will also ensure improved ease of use for
applications of authorised witness, logging a controlled
drugs destruction and CD declarations.
 
Everyone will have to register the first time they use the
new Controlled drug reporting website. However, once 
the registration is completed you will have access to all
previously submitted reports. It also looks like you will 
be able to add multiple organisations for the first time.
 
For further details please visit www.cdreporting.co.uk

Controlled Drugs Training 
GP practices should have systems in place to ensure the
safe management of controlled drugs. Our courses will
help practices identify and demonstrate that they have
systems in place to minimise risk when managing CDs.
Staff should be trained to ensure they have the relevant
knowledge and skills to undertake the CD related tasks
required of them. 

                                                 We offer two "bitesize" 1
                                                   hour Zoom tutorials, as                   
                                                   well as a comprehensive 
                                                      6 hour online learner-
                                                        led course. For our                           
                                                           upcoming tutorials
                                                            dates please visit
                                                             our website.

The Smoke and Mirrors of Dispensing Doctor 
Discounts

Although there are ever decreasing numbers of prod-
ucts which have a discount applied to them, there are 
still enough for dispensing doctors to be chasing the 
best possible deal.

Unfortunately, the industry does not make it easy to 
assess the level of discount and there seems to be no 
standardised way of comparing one companies discount 
against another’s. Click here to read the article in full.

Ocular Lubricants 4 - Hyaluronic Acid

Following the previous 3 months’ articles on Ocular 
Lubricants, we are pleased to provide you with inform- 
ation on the fourth class of Ocular Lubricants, namely 
Hyaluronic Acid (HA). There is no generic Hyaluronic 
Acid ocular lubricant within the Drug Tariff Part VIIIA, so, 
all the following products MUST be prescribed by brand.

As with other ocular lubricants, Hyaluronic Acid is ava- 
ilable as Preservative Free (PF) or not. It is available in 
9 different strengths as Drops and 6 strengths as Single 
Dose Units (SDUs). There are numerous HA preparations 
which are combined with other ocular lubricants, and 
these will be highlighted in future Gazettes. 

Dispex members can log on to our website to see which 
products bring about the greatest savings and profit. The 
market for HA drops is ever expanding and there are 
some excellent discount deals, but not all of them are the 
same. Some deals require a minimum volume per month, 
others are based on a tiered discount structure with incr- 
eased discounts for higher volume use. Some companies 
will give discount on volumes used across their range of 
ocular lubricants and others will only offer discount on
some products. 
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http://www.cdreporting.co.uk/
http://www.cdreporting.co.uk/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/courses/guide-to-controlled-drugs-for-dispensing-doctors-dispex
https://dispex.net/training/
https://dispex.net/wp-content/uploads/securepdfs/2022/12/The-Smoke-and-Mirrors-of-Dispensing-Doctor-Discounts.pdf
https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/brand-comparisons/ocular-lubricants-hyaluronic-acid/
https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/brand-comparisons/ocular-lubricants-hyaluronic-acid/


Morning Dispex, do you have inform- 
ation that explains the monthly finance 
statement that the Practice Manager 
receives from PCSE?

D I S P E X
A N SW E R S
The experts at Dispex provide answers to 
the most common questions, quoting the 
relevant regulations.

We have produced an easy-to-follow comparison 
video between the PCSE and the Old Exeter 
statement and this should help with your query. 
The video is located within our Informatics section 
of the website.
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01604 859000
10am-3pm

 

Telephone
sales@dispex.net

training@dispex.net
enquiries@dispex.net

 

Email

Here to HELP

Don't forget Dispex members have access to our support helplines!

Join Dispex dispex .net/membersh ip @ D i s p e x L t d
 

Website
dispex.net

D i s p e x

Q:

A: 

https://twitter.com/DispexLtd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19325226/admin/
https://dispex.net/informatics/pcse-online-statements-vs-exeter-drug-statements/
https://dispex.net/informatics/pcse-online-statements-vs-exeter-drug-statements/
https://dispex.net/informatics/pcse-online-statements-vs-exeter-drug-statements/
https://dispex.net/membership/
https://twitter.com/DispexLtd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19325226/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19325226/admin/

